Middle
Muir
Exhibition

Welcome to this exhibition about the
Middle Muir Wind Farm proposal
The purpose of this exhibition is to involve
local residents and the community in our
proposals for a wind farm comprising up
to 24 turbines located to the north west of
Crawfordjohn.
The exhibition includes details of the
scoping report recently submitted to the
Scottish Government Energy Consent
Unit. The exhibition will give you the
opportunity to:
View initial details of the proposed
Middle Muir Wind Farm
Speak to members of the project team
and ask them any questions you might
have
Find out about renewable energy and
the benefits of this proposed project
Give us your views about our proposal
on feedback forms

Turbines shown are 100m to tip in height at West Durham Wind Farm

Who we are
Banks Renewables is part of the
Banks Group, we have been
successfully developing projects
for over 35 years and employ
approximately 360 people.

Operational wind farm
Combined total 24MW

Wind farms under construction
Combined total 14MW

Wind farms pre-construction

Aberdeen

Combined total 34MW

Wind farms in planning
Combined total 60MW

Wind farms in development
Combined total 200MW+

Banks offices

Banks Renewables identifies
suitable sites for onshore wind
farms, as well as looking at
opportunities for other forms of
renewable energy generation.
Opposite is a map of the UK
showing the locations and status
of wind farm projects we have
developed/are proposing.
We actively involve local
communities at all stages of the
development process and we are
committed to our development
with care approach.
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Site location

Study area boundary shown in red

Why Middle Muir?
The sieve map below shows how some of the main technical constraints build up and can
limit deliverability of wind energy projects within the South Lanarkshire area. The final sieve
map presented below shows that taking all currently known constraints into consideration
the Middle Muir site north west of Crawfordjohn has the potential to accommodate wind
farm development

Middle Muir site
Site of Special Scientific Interest
Special protection area
Gardens and designed landscapes
Low wind speed
Operational/Consented Site

2km standoff from villages and towns
Greenbelt
Southern Upland Foothills/Pentland Hills Protected Area
Special Landscape Areas
Area Not included in 20MW search area
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Following a review of landscape
capacity South Lanarkshire
Council have recently identified
the wind search areas shown
on the plan opposite (shown in
blue).
Middle Muir site

These are the preferred locations
within South Lanarkshire for wind
farm over 20MW.
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South Lanarkshire Council
Supplementary Planning Guidance

Design considerations
Landscape and visual impacts
The site location has been carefully
chosen taking into account South
Lanarkshire Council’s guidance on
location of wind farm development. The
wind farm layout will be designed to take
account of the landscape and visual
impact of the proposal. The impact of the
proposal on both the character and
appearance of the landscape will be
assessed along with the cumulative
impact of other neighbouring proposals.

Ecological surveys look at all aspects of wildlife and habitat

Ecology and ornithology
We will also examine the effect on the
outlook from local villages and the
relationship between the turbines and
residential properties.

Noise
The wind turbines proposed are designed
for use in quiet rural areas. Required stand
off distances for residential properties will
be respected.
An assessment of the predicted noise
effect is ongoing and will form part of the
planning application process.

Baseline habitat surveys and
ornithological surveys are currently
ongoing and will influence the final site
layout. The layout will seek to avoid areas
where sensitive habitats exist including
areas of SSSI in the north east area of site.

Shadow flicker
An assessment will be carried out to
assess any potential effects of shadow
flicker on local residents. Turbines can
be programmed to be switched off during
periods when it is theoretically possible
to occur.

Design considerations
Archaeological and cultural heritage
There are no listed buildings or scheduled
ancient monuments within the site
boundary, however visual impacts will
extend beyond the site boundary.
A cultural heritage and archaeological
assessment of the site and its
surroundings will be carried out prior to
the submission of a planning application.

Surface and groundwater
There are currently hydrological
assessments underway, together with
careful management of construction and
operational works in line with an
environmental management plan means
the proposed development will not have
any unacceptable impacts on the water
courses or groundwater, including local
private supplies.

Television and telecommunications
An assessment will be carried out with all
telecommunications operators to assess
potential for microwave and TV
interference.

If TV reception is affected as a result of the
wind farm mitigation measures will be put
in place at Banks Renewables’ expense.

Aviation and radar
The design of the wind farm will be
informed by ongoing consultation with
relevant aviation authorities including the
Civil Aviation Authority, NATS En Route Ltd
and Defence Estates. The designation
and use of the local airspace has to be
considered together with the visibility
of the wind farm on radar.

Traffic
There will be a short term increase in
traffic levels during the construction
phases. This will be assessed and
controlled in agreement with the local
council’s highways department.
Abnormal loads such as those delivering
turbines will be carefully planned, typically
in cooperation with the local authority
and local police. These deliveries will also
carefully consider local peak traffic times
such as school run times.

Constraints plan

Site boundary
Special protection area
Site of special scientific interest (SSSI)
Regional scenic area
1km monument stand off
500m SSSI stand off
1 km settlement stand off
350m wind farm stand off
250m microwave link standoff
Area within 50kms of Eskdale Muir Recording Station
Public right of way
50m watercourse offset
Peat - restricted area
Peat - no go area
1.1 Toppling height road offset
Southern Upland fault line
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Dwelling

Study area boundary shown in red

Study area boundary

Turbine location

Potential 24 turbine layout plan
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Proposed indicative turbine layout

Maximum total height 140m

Rotor

Key facts
Number of turbines: Up to 24
Dimensions of turbines:
The turbines are anticipated to be
no higher than 140m to blade tip
Lifespan: 25 years

Blade

Tower approx 90m

Nacelle/hub

Current land use:
Agriculture
Location:
Middle Muir approximately 1.5km
north west from Crawfordjohn
Transformer

Potential amount of energy generated:
Installed capacity up to 81.6MW
providing enough electricity for
approx. 45,600 homes per year*

Image for illustrative purposes only,(100m-to-tip turbine at West Durham Wind
Farm)

Grid connection:
The grid connection for the proposed
wind farm would be overhead on
wooden poles or underground to
Coalburn
*Figures are approximate and number of homes supplied is calculated
with figures recommended by RenewableUK (www.renewable-uk.com).
This uses a capacity factor of 30% and average household consumption
of electricity of 4,700kWh a year.

Example of an overhead grid connection

Wind farm visualisations
Viewpoint from: Crawfordjohn

Viewpoint location

Photo of existing view

Wire frame image - showing 140m to tip turbines
Note: While the landform and the curvature of the earth are taken into account, no features such as trees or buildings, which might otherwise obscure the views, are accounted for in the wire frame

Photomontage

Note: To achieve the correct perspective the viewing distance for these visualisations is around 30cm

Wind farm visualisations
Viewpoint from: Glespin

Viewpoint location

Photo of existing view

Wire frame image - showing 140m to tip turbines
Note: While the landform and the curvature of the earth are taken into account, no features such as trees or buildings, which might otherwise obscure the views, are accounted for in the wire frame

Photomontage

Note: To achieve the correct perspective the viewing distance for these visualisations is around 30cm

Wind farm visualisations
Viewpoint from: Red Moss Café

Viewpoint location

Photo of existing view

Wire frame image - showing 140m to tip turbines
Note: While the landform and the curvature of the earth are taken into account, no features such as trees or buildings, which might otherwise obscure the views, are accounted for in the wire frame

Photomontage

Note: To achieve the correct perspective the viewing distance for these visualisations is around 30cm

Wind farm visualisations
Viewpoint from: Douglas

Viewpoint location

Photo of existing view

Wire frame image - showing 140m to tip turbines
Note: While the landform and the curvature of the earth are taken into account, no features such as trees or buildings, which might otherwise obscure the views, are accounted for in the wire frame

Due to intervening typography the wire
frame above demonstrates that no turbines
would be visible from this viewpoint
Photomontage

Note: To achieve the correct perspective the viewing distance for these visualisations is around 30cm

Wind farm visualisations
Viewpoint from: Strancleugh

Viewpoint location

Photo of existing view

Wire frame image - showing 140m to tip turbines
Note: While the landform and the curvature of the earth are taken into account, no features such as trees or buildings, which might otherwise obscure the views, are accounted for in the wire frame

Photomontage

Note: To achieve the correct perspective the viewing distance for these visualisations is around 30cm

Benefits of the project
The development, if permitted, will generate enough
electricity for approximately 45,600 homes per
annum based on a total potential generating
capacity of 81.6MW, assisting in meeting
Scotland's renewable energy targets.
Community benefits package based on a donation
of £2,500 per installed MW per annum over the life
time of the wind farm.
Contributing towards the Scottish Government’s
target that 100% of Scotland’s electricity
consumption should be produced by renewable
sources by 2020.
Creation of an indigenous energy supply reducing
reliance on imported fossil fuels
Boost the local economy through the use of local
contractors, where possible.
Assist rural diversification - agricultural activities are
able to take place up to the base of the turbines.
Generation of annual business rates.

Community Development Fund
Organisations and groups close to
a proposed or operational Banks
site are eligible to apply for a grant
from the Banks Community Fund.
Organisations can apply for funding
regardless of whether or not they
support Banks’ schemes. We have
awarded over £1.4 million in grants
that have benefited 80,000 people.
Funding is available now, please
speak to a member of staff to find
out how to apply for a grant.
Banks Renewables is committed to
working with local people to deliver
real benefits in connection with our
projects. A dedicated community
fund connected to this wind farm
would be established if planning
permission is granted. Please speak
to a member of staff if you have any
ideas of any community projects
that could benefit from funding.

Glenboig Village Park Community Play Area Group, North Lanarkshire
received £10,000 towards the construction of their new play park

Holytown United based in Motherwell, North Lanarkshire has received
sponsorship from Banks providing football strips and training equipment

Electricity generation
Wind farms are needed in Scotland to generate more electricity from renewable
sources. This is to enable us to meet the 2020 targets for electricity generation.
This will ensure Scotland reduces its CO2 emissions, as well as providing a
secure supply of electricity - reducing our reliance on imports.
It is estimated that if the EU’s 2020 targets are met, the associated investment
in renewable energy could create up to 130,000* jobs in the low carbon sector.
*Source: SNP - Our Ambitions for Clean, Green Energy: Scotland’s Electricity Capacity in 2020

Scottish electricity production in 2009*

Scottish electricity generation targets 2020**

Other sources
79.1%

Renewables
20.9%
*Source: Scottish Renewables

100% Renewables

**Source: SNP pre election manifesto

The Middle Muir Wind Farm could provide electricity for up to 45,600 homes.

Wind Power Facts
Wind farms are one of the
most proven technologies
of renewable energy
generation.

Wind speeds across Europe

Wind turbines generate
clean electricity, on average,
80 - 85% of the time.
Scotland is one of the
windiest countries in
Europe (see right).
In approximately 7-8 months
(depending on wind resource
and other factors) a wind
farm will pay back the energy
used to construct it. This
means that after this time the
electricity generated is a
carbon free source of power.
The onshore wind industry
employs around 4,100
people in the UK

Speeds 50m above ground level (ms-1)
Source: European Wind Energy Association

What happens next?
Two 60m wind masts are due for erection in August 2011
Environmental and ornithological technical studies are on going
Further exhibitions to displaying design considerations following community
feedback review, planned in autumn 2011
Ongoing meetings with local community and interest groups, e.g. RSPB,
Southern Uplands partnership etc
Planning application programmed for November 2011

